
A simple solution for reducing branch labor and improving your bottom line 
The SafePak system from Convergint is an intuitive ATM and night depository bag solution that improves retail 
efficiencies without sacrificing security for financial institutions. And easy implementation will deliver immediate 
results for your bank or credit union. 

Enhanced protection
The SafePak system utilizes self-locking bags that are highly secure and tamper resistant. Product design 
eliminates immediate physical access to deposits, and built-in electronic monitoring features detect any efforts  
to bypass bag security. Frame and bag sizes vary to appropriately fit the safes utilized by any financial institution. 

Streamlined process
Using the system’s TamperCheck monitoring device allows armored car carriers 
to reduce average deposit retrieval time by more than 90%; from 10-20 minutes 
to less than one minute per depository site. Delivery to the processing site is 
equally mitigated. How? The SafePak system eliminates the need for counting and 
manifesting individual deposits. And the process allows for single-custody pickups, 
thus transferring the burden of responsibility to the armored car carrier. Bank 
personnel no longer need to be present for remote site or branch pick-ups. 

Reduced cost
The SafePak system enables armored car carriers to reduce three man teams to two. Subsequent reduced 
manpower requirements and faster retrieval combine to facilitate vendor cost reduction of up to 30%. And vendor 
savings ultimately funnels down to bank customers via reduced service fees. 

Faster retrieval has another significant benefit for banks. Deposits delivered earlier to the processing site are more 
likely to meet time cutoffs for cash letter sends. This reduces float-time and item fees; ultimately improving margins 
for the bank.

Lastly, banks benefit by reducing the demands on its own personnel. Employees relinquish responsibility for 
monitoring deposit retrieval and can subsequently focus on profit generating activities. 

The SafePak system

convergint.com

Product dimensions

Bag Sizes: 24” tall x 24” wide x 24” deep  /  18” tall x 18” wide x 18” deep
30” tall x 22” wide x 22” deep  /  Customized Sizing available

Frame Size: 6” tall x 15” wide x 16” deep*

*  Typically, including the funnel at the top of the frame. Mounted inside the safe to hold the bags. Typical ROI: 1.5 years


